In this paper, images in Color Filter Array (CFA) format are compressed without converting them to full-RGB color images. Green pixels are extracted from the CFA image data and placed in a rectangular array, and compressed using a transform based method without estimating the corresponding luminance values. In addition, two sets of color difference (or chrominance) coefficients are obtained corresponding to the red and blue pixels of the CFA data and they are also compressed using a transform based method. The proposed method produces better PSNR values compared to the standard approach of bilinear interpolation followed by compression.
INTRODUCTION
Most color imaging systems and circuits use a color filter array (CFA) to select different wavelength bands at different photosensor locations. The Bayer filter with a mosaic pattern shown in Fig. 1 is commonly utilized in digital cameras [1, 2] . Cameras using this pattern produce only one color value per pixel. On the other hand, digital image coding techniques and standards, including JPEG and JPEG-2000, were developed for full Red, Green, and Blue (RGB) color images in which each pixel of the image consists of three color components [3, 4, 5] . In order to compress digital images produced by imaging sensors using CFA arrays the standard procedure is to interpolate the CFA image data to the full RGB color format and compress the interpolated full color image using an image compression standard. The interpolation process initially increases the data size three-folds and this not only increases the computational cost but also requires an additional memory space inside the digital camera.
In this paper, images in Color Filter Array (CFA) format are compressed without converting them to full-RGB color images. Green pixels are extracted from the CFA image data and placed in a rectangular array, and compressed using a transform based method without estimating the corresponding luminance values. In addition, two sets of color differMark K. Davey Grandeye Ltd. 6 Huxley Road, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 7RE, UK E-mail: mark.davey @ grandeye.com ence (or chrominance) coefficients are obtained corresponding to the red and blue pixels of the CFA data and they are also compressed using a transform based method. The main advantage of the proposed method is that it gives more emphasis to green pixels as human vision system [2]. Another advantage is that it does not require additional memory space for interpolation inside a digital camera.
PROPOSED METHOD
The method described in this article compresses digital images in CFA format without converting them to full-RGB color images. Only one-third of full-color data is available in an image obtained by a sensor using the Bayer filter. In Bayer pattern, there are two green pixels, one red pixel and a blue pixel in a two by two image region as shown in Fig 1 In this way, the green CFA data in the quincunx format in the CFA array is rearranged into a two-dimensional array, and a plurality of square 8 by 8 blocks can be obtained from the two-dimensional array for DCT based block compression purposes. Green pixel values can be also rearranged diagonally as in [6, 7] . This arrangement is discussed in the next section.
In our scheme, the green data is compressed as is without trying to estimate the luminance values as in most coding schemes. Since the human eye gives more emphasis to the green channel information more emphasis should be given to the green channel information. This is one of the main differences between our method and other CFA compression methods [1, 2, 9, 10, 11] which estimate a luminance value as a weighted average of the current green value and neighboring red and blue values. Estimated luminance values are not perfect because the actual red and blue values are not available for green pixels in a CFA array. This is the main reason why we get better compression results then methods estimating the luminance value for green pixels.
Red and blue channel data are encoded using color differencing approach or chrominance data compression. Color difference values are obtained from the two-by-two blocks of the CFA array as well. For example, consider the first two-by-two block of the CFA data containing the samples (Gil, R12, B21, G22) of the array shown in Fig. 1 respectively. In general, a colour difference value for each red pixel is obtained using the formula:
color space. The size of U and V matrices are half of the G matrix as in 4:2:2 subsampling scheme. After this step, the U and V array data are divided into plurality of blocks (1) and the Discrete Cosine Transform of the blocks are computed. Transform domain data is quantized and Huffman encoded using the quantization tables of the JPEG standard in our simulations studies described in Section 4. Other compression methods and standards including the wavelet based JPEG 2000 standard can be also applied to this rearranged (2) data for compression.
QUINCUNX SCANNING OF THE CFA DATA
There are other ways of rearranging the green color values of the CFA data. Green color filter of the CFA is in quincunx format. Therefore, the filter array can be rotated 45 degrees and two-dimensional plurality of blocks can be extracted from the diamond shaped partitions of the CFA data. For example, the following two-dimensional (rectangular) array can be obtained from Fig. 1 as follows:
The original data actually comes from a diamond-shaped region from the CFA array as shown in Fig. 2 In other words, these vectors describe the quincunx array: 
G2i-l,2j I + G2i,2j 2 and, similarly, a colour difference value for each blue pixel is obtained:
G2i-l,2j I + G2i,2j 2 In this way, the data in Bayer color representation is converted into Green -color difference U -color difference V (GUV) This matrix can be diagonalized using the Smith-normal form as described in the article by Gunduzhan, Cetin and Tekalp [6] . Diagonalization process defines a variety of means of mapping the quincunx array into a two-dimensional (rectangular) array. In the case of a quincunx array, the relation defined by the matrix pT maps the quincunx array into a twodimensional array. As a result, the following rule is a way to map the quincunx array into a rectangular two-dimensional array,
The re-ordered data g Fig. 3 . GUV planes of the images are compressed using the DCT and Huffman tables of the JPEG standard. These images are also interpolated to RGB images using bilinear interpolation and JPEG compressed. The JPEG compression results are also plotted in Fig. 3 . PSNR values of individual test images for various CR values are given in Table 1 . The proposed method produces better PSNR when the compression ratio is below CR=15 compared to the standard approach of bilinear interpolation followed by the JPEG compression. After CR=15 one can notice severe compression artifacts in most natural images in JPEG standard. Because of this higher compression ratios are rarely used in practice. Fig. 4 shows difference images between the original images and the images decompressed by the proposed method and JPEG in order to show the improvement of our method since human eye system may not distinguish any difference when the actual reconstructed images are depicted. The difference images are multiplied by 4 to make them more visible. The edges in the proposed method are shaper than the edges in JPEG as shown in Fig. 4 -b and 4-c. Although only one case from omnidirectional Grandeye camera images is reported in this section, extensive simulation studies were carried out using Grandeye camera images and the proposed method outperformed the standard approach in all cases.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a compression scheme for CFA image data is presented. The proposed method has better performance than JPEG when compression ratio is below 15 in our simulation studies. The proposed method has also low computational cost and requires low memory when compared to the standard methods using full RGB values since the CFA image data is one-third of the RGB image data.
